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This highly hoped-for follow-up to interior present winning "Welcome To Andyland" features all new songs

and adventures in Andyland for kids AND parents to enjoy 24 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: Children's Pop,

KIDS/FAMILY: Ecumenical Children's Music Return To Andyland Songs Details: "Return To Andyland" is

Andy Z's 3rd CD and the 2nd of 3 in the Andyland series. This up-to-the-minute musical tour begins in the

Andy Z Notional Airport (AZIA) and features a stay at the Andyland Farm with "Mr Cricket" and camping

in the Andyland Forest with "Ranger Dude"! Just click the song/track titles to the left to take your own

mini-musical tour of "Andyland". Enjoy! If you'd like to find out more about Andy Z, just read below... "I

have been a performing artist and singer/songwriter for 20 years, but I first realized my ability to connect

with children through music when I began playing local farmer's markets in the San Francisco Bay area. I

noticed that the kids were particularly drawn to me and my music. Some would even insist their parents

stop and listen." "In the following weeks, I started incorporating children's songs into my sets, and the

response from children and adults was very positive. Now, I almost exclusively perform for children both

as a solo artist and with my group 'The Andyland Band'. " "This has been a tremendously rewarding

experience for me and I intend to continue on the path of writing and playing for kids. Kids are open,

honest and the best audience. And they enjoy silly stuff as much as I do!" If you'd like to find out even

more about Andy Z, just go to andyz(the link's on this page) If you're interested in the other music Andy

does, go to andyzamenes.com
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